
You Won't Read This.

I.

Statistically speaking, at least.

And the reasons will vary:

Perhaps you're from a Third World Country, whatever that means
to powdered polyester anchorfolk and bloggers, dogged
hearts firmly on their rolled-up sleeves,
bleeding down to barbwire tats and watchphones.
An inkblot on the atlas, where poetry's as sparse as fresh water
or freedom of the vote.
Or maybe you just live in another State,
and this petty publication doesn't extend beyond an X-mile radius
of rain-rippled campus maps and Chucks-chapped chalk art
imploring us to VOTE FOR JOE and STOP RAPE
on the same sidewalk.

Could be you were a coworker, or a classmate;
someone I slid a syllabus to too sharp on Day One
or got snippy with at shift's end, when autumn heat beat my head
like a humid hangover.
That, or we just didn't mesh after the last email on that group presentation.
It'd be understandable, in any case –
I can be an asshole, when I don't put my mind to it.

Potentially, you bought it as a book but breezed by:
The title didn't tease an eloquent quote like a flagging handkerchief,
or the byline blinked past without a pedigree promising
any sobering stanzas about sexuality,
or a tense Conversation on race relations.
Possibly, the pages stuck together: you missed, flipped forward,
then let somebody borrow it – lost initiative, anyway –
or only read what your friend wrote (assuming it's an anthology).
But that's okay – I've done the same.
We all look out for number two, when there's time
to count that far.

Or maybe you're a girl who rightfully recognized that
“In a relationship with...” is to a Facebook page
as parsley to a buffet plate;
that you can spill secrets and cheap beer in sweaty stairwells,
lock lips, delirious till 2:00,
and change your number next week;
and that nobody ever left their boyfriend
for a guy across the aisle in Creative Writing
because of a hug or half-dozen, some hot handfuls of caramel coffee,



and the intermittent gift wrapped in scraps,
as if illicit liquor or an orphan phone book.

Or you're dead and/or buried,
or haven't been born (yet – if not for lack of trying)
or, by vice or virtue of some condition (say, illiteracy),
or being an animal, vegetable, or mineral,
you can't read at all.

II.

But what I would give to pluck up anyone's thoughts
like in Rollercoaster Tycoon, and discern for sure
if your life requires soulful salvation by verse
or you can just survive in silence –

Because in my mind, 24/7, I'm in Times Square,
ripping open champagne like a road flare
and fanning out an electric polysaccharide rainbow
of ecstatic enlightenment, without irony or arrogance,

but all that plops on the page
is electrons and ink and postmodern privilege.

If only three people in history
know what my tongue tastes like,
I can't be blamed for worrying how many more will
hear what it sounds like.
But when beauty's an addiction, description's the prescription:
chopped lines of mascara and mixed metaphors
until the next deadline seems a little more alive.

I mean, it's called a kink because it's something you need
to work out, and undoing the knot's a decent distraction –
It keeps me a bundle
of blood and water and blunders, that could wonder
how a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow
would affect the economy.

III.

So alright – it's trite –
but only I know
that you know
who you are.

You could say elation is empowering,
and I'd counter that isolation is ideal,
but I'll still follow your every mumble,



Tumbl, and text-back stumble
upon every casual sigh, reminding me the glass was half full,
but someone beat me to the punch.

And in the meantime, I'll be fine –
The dust may gather my words, but I'll stay

high,
like some clearheaded cosmonaut

who's in the perfect time and place.


